SOMETHING
is happening at M.I.T.

We're happy to know that the same accelerated pace is taking place at every engineering school throughout the land. It means that today's aeronautical developments demand technological skills which have no precedent.

The striking power of a fighter plane depends upon the competence of those who designed it. Republic's engineering resourcefulness created the first U.S. 400,000 and 600-mile-an-hour fighters. It gave the war famed Thunderbolts and Thunderjets of war-tested worthiness their powerful punch and ruggedness.

Current proof of staff proficiency and projected thinking are demonstrated in the F-84F Thunderstrike... atomic-bomb-carrying jet... and its photo-reconnaissance counterpart the RF-84F Thunderflash... presently flying with units of the USAF and the NATO Air Forces.

We feel confident that whatever the trend of tomorrow's airpower needs may be, alertness to new techniques should add a potent blend when mixed with the skill of those veterans who have established Republic's reputation.
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"The flag is up," signalling that the fishing boats, pleasure boats, military and civilian aircraft that have a habit of wandering into the danger zone are out of the way, and it's safe for Bitsy C. 943 AAA Bns (AW) (Mlb) of the Delaware National Guard to cut loose over the Atlantic with one of its 40's near Ft. Miles, Del.